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New Features in this Release
Advanced Search
Advanced search allows users to specify additional criteria when using the main search box on
the home page or from the header. With advanced search, a user can choose what they want to
search for ("All", Parts books, Documents, Pages, or Parts) and they can choose between an
"exact match" or a "contains" search.
Whatever selection the user makes will be retained for future searches until the user changes it
again. In this way, a user can set the system up to search on their most media type and most
used search type at any time, or for any individual search.
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Clicking a book result goes straight to the page
When clicking a book search result, you will now land on the most relevant page for your search
instead of seeing the book viewer with chapters. This means users will get to the exploded
diagram and BOM with fewer clicks.

Deep Linking via DirectURL
With Documoto Rocket, you can deep link any user to any page, book, or part in the system by
simply copying and pasting the link the URL bar and sending it to the user.
However, for users who have used our DirectURL documentation in the past to dynamically build
deep links - we now support the exact same link structure for building your DirectURL's and
landing a user on the page they have built. This is especially useful if you have built an
application within a portal that allows the user to select information about the page or part they
are looking for, prior to them opening Documoto.

Updated Features in this Release
Feature

Description

Ideas Ref

Hotpoint

Hotpoints now size appropriately based on how far you zoomed in while

CLOUD-I-9

Sizes

looking at an exploded

Page Details

The Page Details tab on the Page Viewer can now be renamed in Tenant

Tab

Admin > Labels. Giving you the flexibility to change the name to

N/A

"Comments" or any other label you prefer.

Updated

This text had said "Search Part, Serial, or Model Number". It now says

search box

"Search for anything" in an attempt to alleviate confusion around what can

default text

be input into that search bar.

Transparent

Using the styles editor, you can now set a transparent value for your

Hotpoints

hotpoints, allowing you to hotpoint your diagrams while still keeping the
original callout visible.

CLOUD-I-219

N/A
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Part

When access controls for media were changed, parts were not being

Reindexing

re-indexed. Parts will now be reindexed when access controls are updated,

Improvements

meaning the correct parts will display.

Improved

Made it easier to remove or edit your search term when using the search

search within

within a book field

N/A

N/A

a book UI

Document

Document descriptions now display in search results, just like they do for

Descriptions

Interactive Parts Books.

N/A

Bug Fixes in this Release
Feature

Description

Ideas Ref

Fix border of
filter boxes

On wider screens the filter boxes on the left side had been
displaying a border within the filter field. This border is now
gone

N/A

